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Abstract. Model checking is applied for veriﬁcation of concurrent systems by users having diﬀerent skills and background. This ranges from
researchers with detailed knowledge of the inner workings of the tools
to engineers that are mostly interested in applying the technology as a
black-box. This paper proposes JoSEL, a graphical language for speciﬁcation of executable model checking jobs. JoSEL makes it possible to
work at diﬀerent levels of abstraction when interacting with the underlying components of a model checking tool and thereby supports the
diﬀerent kinds of users in a uniform manner. A veriﬁcation job in JoSEL
consists of tasks, ports, and connections describing the models to verify,
the behavioural properties to checked, and the model checking techniques
to apply. A job can then be mapped onto components of an underlying
model checking tool for execution. We introduce the syntax of JoSEL,
deﬁne its semantics, and show how JoSEL has been used as a basis for
the user interface of the ASAP model checking platform.

1

Introduction

Model checking [1] using state space methods is a highly automatic technique
for validating the correctness of concurrent systems, and a multitude of model
checking tools have been implemented. To address the inherent state explosion
problem of model checking, a large number of reduction techniques have been
devised. Reduction techniques typically exploit speciﬁc characteristics of systems
to represent states more eﬃciently or store only a subset of the states, but no
reduction technique performs well for all systems. Many reduction techniques can
be parametrised, and the chosen parameters can greatly aﬀect the performance
of the model checker. A useful model checker must allow the user to select from a
large number of components of the model checker implementing various reduction
techniques and set parameters for each. Furthermore, new reduction techniques
are continuously being developed, and a model checker must be extensible such
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that it is easy to incorporate new techniques. This means that it must be possible
for developers to augment the model checker, and users must be able to access
new techniques in a uniform way.
Model checkers can be used in at least three settings: by researchers (who develop reduction techniques), by students (who learn about model checking and
reduction techniques), and by engineers (who analyse systems). The three kinds
of users have diﬀerent backgrounds and approaches to using model checkers. Researchers may need ﬁne-grained control over all parameters, they know in detail
how the techniques work, and they often need to experiment with new reduction techniques and compare their performance with existing ones. A student in
the process of learning, initially knows little about model checking techniques
and wishes to experiment without preexisting intuition about the techniques. An
engineer normally does not learn the techniques in detail so the model checker
should preferably be a push-button technology. Sometimes, an engineer may
need to ﬁne-tune a few parameters. This means that users of a model checker
work on diﬀerent levels and need diﬀerent abstractions. It is thus desirable that
a model checker makes it possible to hide details of the supported techniques,
but also to ﬁne-tune details when required.
A model checker consists of several components. Examples of components are
storages (for storing reachable states), queues (containing states that need to be
processed), queries (e.g., written in a temporal logic) that express behavioural
properties, and hash-functions for states stored in hash-tables. Based on the
usage scenarios outlined previously, we specify requirements for a language for
composing components in a model checking job. First, it must be possible to
specify how components are composed into a job, but the user should not have
to specify how to execute a job. Hence, the tool must be able to schedule the execution directly from the speciﬁcation provided by the user. Second, the focus of
the language should be on how components interact, not on the inter-component
exchange format which is up to component developers and irrelevant from a user
perspective. Third, the language should be extensible to accommodate new variations of existing techniques and integration of new techniques. In particular, the
language must treat all components of the underlying model checking platform
uniformly and not promote any parts of the model checker as special, including
the core state space exploration algorithms. Fourth, it should be possible to hide
components to allow inexperienced users to focus only on the components relevant to reach their objective. Finally, the language should facilitate modiﬁcations
of predeﬁned templates created for use by non-experts.
The contribution of this paper is to propose the veriﬁcation Job Speciﬁcation
and Execution Language (JoSEL) aimed at supporting users with diﬀerent background when applying and experimenting with model checkers and addressing
the requirements identiﬁed above. A veriﬁcation job in JoSEL consists of tasks,
input/output ports, and connections. A job typically speciﬁes one or more models, properties to verify, and model checking techniques to apply. The tasks
correspond to software components of an underlying model checker and the input ports of a task specify required parameters of the corresponding component.
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The output ports of a task specify the results produced when the component is
executed. Output produced by one component can be used as input for other
components by connecting the corresponding tasks using connections. JoSEL
is independent of any concrete model checking tool, but to execute a veriﬁcation job, tasks must be mapped onto components of a concrete model checking
tool. This can be done in a manner which is fully transparent to the user, and
in this paper we show how this is implemented in the ASAP model checking
platform [18]. JoSEL in ASAP has been used for comparing newly developed
methods (research, [7, 6]), and for teaching advanced state space methods to
graduate students in addition to forming the basis for several master’s theses
(teaching). This shows that it fulﬁls the ﬁrst two of its goals. To facilitate use
in an industrial setting, ASAP provides a selection of predeﬁned templates for
commonly occurring model checking jobs.
JoSEL should be viewed as a uniform and ﬂexible graphical alternative to
hard-coding the supported model checking techniques into dialog boxes in a
graphical user interface or relying on complex command-line arguments or preprocessing of the code to manipulate the parameters of the model checker. To
allow users to abstract away details that may not be required for everyone, JoSEL
has macro tasks that basically represent a set of tasks and their interconnections.
If a macro has a meaningful name, it is possible to ignore the details of the compound task it represents. Still, it is easy for users to manipulate the details if
needed. To make speciﬁcations created in JoSEL less prone to human errors, we
assign types to the input and output ports of tasks. Finally, in JoSEL the user
does not have to be concerned with the order in which tasks are executed, as a
dependency analysis can automatically schedule the components. It is important
to stress that this paper is not concerned with the internal implementation of
the components provided via the underlying model checking platform, e.g., how
the underlying data-structures are implemented and behavioral properties are
checked. This is deliberate as JoSEL is designed to provide a black-box view
on the components provided via the underlying checking platform, and instead
emphasizes the input and output of the components and how the components
are connected and conﬁgured in model checking jobs.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic concepts
of JoSEL and deﬁnes the syntax of the language. Section 3 explains how jobs
are executed by giving an operational semantics for JoSEL. In Sect. 4, we use
a selection of representative examples to illustrate how JoSEL is used in the
ASAP model checking platform. We sum up our conclusions in Sect. 5 which
also provides a detailed comparison with related work.

2

Creating JoSEL Specifications

The Job Speciﬁcation and Execution Language (JoSEL) combines concepts
known from existing visual speciﬁcation languages for modelling dataﬂows (such
as dataﬂow diagrams) and workﬂows (such an UML activity diagrams). We do
not use these languages directly as we aim at a language tailored for speciﬁcation
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of veriﬁcation jobs. In particular, we want the model checking job speciﬁcations
to be executable, be able to distinguish the inputs and outputs consumed and
produced by instances of tasks, and instantiate and synchronise tasks based on
input and data content. The process-centric and temporal parts of JoSEL is
similar to UML activity diagrams with a main diﬀerence being that JoSEL does
not provide explicit and visual fork and join constructs. Concurrency and synchronisation is expressed by the semantics that deﬁne what input data must be
available for task instance creation. Furthermore, JoSEL is not equipped with
choice construct. The data-centric part of JoSEL combines dataﬂow diagrams
(as known from structured analysis) and the concept of multiple input/outputs
as found, e.g., in the pin concept of UML activity diagrams. A diﬀerence in this
respect, is that JoSEL deﬁnes diﬀerent kinds of input and output ports that
inﬂuence the temporal ﬂow of data and in turn task instantiation. Furthermore,
we introduce a concept of synchronisation history mappings to control task instantiation. The primary aim of JoSEL is to specify the structure of components,
i.e., it is at a level just below standard programming in the large [3] approaches.
These approaches typically assume a clear separation between the diﬀerent tasks,
where in a funtionally oriented model checking platform, a task may provide a
data-structure for use by other tasks. This means that the values produced by
tasks are not only simple data types, but functions for generating new objects
at the destination. This is not compatible with many programming-in-the-large
languages, where the focus is on independent services and their exchange of data
in a service oriented architecture. One example is BPEL [14] which focuses on
standards for exchange of information. However, the XML documents mandated
by the BPEL standard cannot represent how a data-structure is to be instantiated and used eﬃciently. Additionally, many existing programming-in-the-large
languages use explicit control structures for iteration, whereas JoSEL takes a
declarative approach where iteration and synchronisation is inferred.
To introduce JoSEL, we use an example of a veriﬁcation job for verifying two
safety properties of a model. The two properties are that the model contains no
dead-locks (states without enabled transitions), and that it is impossible to reach
a state where a certain buﬀer overﬂows. We assume that dead-lock freeness is a
standard property built into the underlying model checking tool, and that the
buﬀer overﬂow property can be expressed as a state predicate in a propositional
logic. Executing this job consists of systematically traversing all reachable states
of the model and storing already encountered states in a storage. If a violation
is found, i.e., if we encounter a dead-locked state or a state where the buﬀer has
overﬂowed, an error-path leading to the violating state should be reported. The
example job is presented bottom-up. In practise, it is rarely required to specify
all parts of a model checking job from scratch as most building blocks would be
available beforehand.
2.1

Tasks

The basic executable unit in JoSEL is a task . A task is represented by a rounded
rectangle, and Fig. 1 shows a task named Instantiate Hash Table Storage.
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Instantiate Hash Table Storage
Hash Function

Storage

Fig. 1. A task with one input port and one output port

The purpose of the task in Fig. 1 is to instantiate the hash table storage required for the veriﬁcation job. Associated with a task T are two kinds of ports:
input ports (denoted I) and output ports (denoted O). Input ports specify the
input data required for a task and are by convention located on the left side of a
task. Output ports specify the output data produced by a task and are located
on the right side of a task. Ports are represented by triangles; input ports point
into the task, symbolising values going into the task, and output ports point
out of the task. The name of a port is written inside the task, next to the port
itself. The task in Fig. 1 has one input port (Hash Function) and one output port
(Storage). This speciﬁes that to obtain a storage (the output port) that stores
states in a hash table, a hash function must be provided (the input port).
Associated with each port is also a port mode function PM mapping each
port to a port mode which is either unit, iterator, or collection. The port mode
describes how data are consumed (input ports) and produced (output ports). A
unit port only produce/consume one value, whereas iterator and collection ports
can consume/produce more than one value. We explain port modes in more
detail in Sect. 3 when discussing the execution of tasks. Iterator and collections
ports have a special tag positioned next to them (which we introduce later)
whereas absence of a tag implicitly indicates a unit port.
Associated with a task is additionally a port type function τ mapping each
port to a port type belonging to a set of types Σ. The port type of an input (output) port speciﬁes the kind of data that can be provided to (produced
at) the port. The actual types allowed are implementation speciﬁc, but can,
e.g., be strings, integers, ﬁles, or more complex data-structures like hash-tables,
representations of models and state space graphs. The type of each port is not
reﬂected in the graphical representation. The main reason for omitting the types
from the graphical representation is simplicity of the graphical representation,
but tools implementing JoSEL are free to explicitly reveal the types if desired.
The syntactical deﬁnition of a task is given below.
Deﬁnition 1. A task is a tuple T = (I, O, PM , Σ, τ ) where:
1. I is a ﬁnite set of input ports,
2. O is a ﬁnite set of output ports such that I ∩ O = ∅,
3. P M : I ∪ O → {unit, iterator, collection} is a port mode function that
assigns to port mode to each port,
4. Σ is a set of port types,
5. τ : I ∪ O → Σ is a port type function that assigns a port type to each
port.
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Jobs

For a task capable of generating a hash function, we would like to specify that the
hash function produced should be passed to the Instantiate Hash Table Storage
task. A job J consists of a set of tasks T connected by a set of connections C
describing how the output produced by one task is provided as input to other
tasks. A connection is a pair (cO , cI ) that connects an output port cO of one task
with an input port cI of another task. A connection is represented by a line from
the output port to the input port. Figure 2 shows an example of a job, where
the output port of Instantiate Hash Function is connected to the input port of
Instantiate Hash Table Storage. In this case Instantiate Hash Function generates a
hash function for a speciﬁc model provided via the Model input port. The hash
function is passed to Instantiate Hash Table Storage, which generate a storage for
storing states of the model given to Instantiate Hash Function.
Output ports can be connected to input ports with the same type or a supertype (so the recipient can consume the value). Furthermore, we require that
the directed graph induced by the tasks and connections in a job is acyclic to
ensure completion (termination) of the job (provided that the individual tasks
completes). As we require that input ports are always to the left and output
ports are to the right of the task, this naturally leads to a ﬂow from the left to
the right of the job. The syntactical deﬁnition of a job is given below.
Deﬁnition 2. A job is a tuple J = (T , C) where:
1. T = {Ti = (Ii , Oi , P Mi , Σi , τi )}1≤i≤n is a ﬁnite set of tasks satisfying i =
j ⇒ Pi ∩ Pj = ∅, where Pi = Ii ∪ Oi ,


2. C ⊆ O × I is a set of connections (where I = Ti ∈T Ii , O = Ti ∈T Oi )
satisfying that the directed graph induced by tasks and connections is acyclic,
3. For all cO ∈ Oi and cI ∈ Ij with (cO , cI ) ∈ C, τj (cI ) is a supertype of τi (cO ).


We allow multiple connections to originate in an output port and multiple connections to end in an input port. This is, e.g., useful if we want to use the value
produced at an output port in multiple tasks, if we want to consume values from
multiple sources, or create an instance of a task for values calculated by diﬀerent
tasks. It is possible for tasks in a job to have free ports, i.e., ports that are not
assigned using connections. The set of free input ports of a job J is denoted
Free I (J). A job is closed if it has no free input ports, otherwise it is open. The
job in Fig. 2 is open as the input port Model of Instantiate Hash Function is free.

Instantiate Hash Function

Instantiate Hash Table Storage

Model

Hash Function

Hash Function

Storage

Fig. 2. A job consisting of two tasks for obtaining a storage
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Macro Tasks

To support diﬀerent levels of abstraction, we introduce macro tasks. A macro
task is a high-level representation of a job with free ports. A macro task typically
represents a component intended to be re-used in diﬀerent settings and does not
have all parameters deﬁned immediately. For example, we may want to reuse
the job from Fig. 2 in diﬀerent job descriptions, as it provides a way to obtain
a storage that is able to store states of a given model. Instead of copying the
entire job, we draw a special macro task. A macro task is represented like an
ordinary task except that we draw its outline using double lines. An example of
a macro task can be seen in Fig. 3 (top). To specify the input and output ports
of a macro, we introduce exported ports (exported input/output ports) which
states that when a job is used as a macro, this port should be available to the
user of the macro. Exported ports are drawn using a double outline, as in Fig. 3
(bottom), where Model and Storage are exported. Next to an exported port, we
write the exported name of the port which is chosen by the user and it is often
the same as the name of the underlying port. The macro task in Fig. 3 (top)
represents the job in Fig. 3 (bottom). The exported name becomes the name of
the port in the macro. We require that the set of exported input ports includes
all the free input ports of the job; that the exported input ports are contained
in the set of input ports of the underlying job; and that exported output ports
are contained in the set of output ports of the job. Port modes and types of
exported ports are inherited from the port modes and types of the ports in the
underlying job. The syntactical deﬁnition of a macro task is provided below.
Deﬁnition 3. Let J = (T, C) be a job with T = {Ti = (Ii , Oi , PM i , Σi , τi )}1≤i≤n .
J can be represented by a macro task which is a task M = (I, O, PM , Σ, τ )
where:
1. I is 
a set of exported input ports such that Free I (J) ⊆ I ⊆ I, where
I = Ti ∈T Ii ,

2. O is a set of exported output ports such that O ⊆ O, where O = Ti ∈T Oi ,
3. PM (p) = PM i (p) for all p ∈ P ∩ Pi and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where P = I ∪ O and
Pi = 
Ii ∪ Oi ,


4. Σ = 1≤i≤n Σi and τ (p) = τi (p) for all p ∈ P ∩ Pi and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Instantiate Hash Storage
Model

Model

Storage

Instantiate Hash Function

Instantiate Hash Table Storage

Model

Hash Function

Hash Function

Storage

Storage

Fig. 3. A macro task (top) and the corresponding job (bottom)
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Hierarchical Jobs

In our example, we have until now constructed a means to store states of a given
model (cf. Fig. 3). We now hierarchically construct the remainder of the veriﬁcation job for checking the two safety properties. The next step is to construct
a job for checking a safety property of a model. Such a job is shown in Fig. 4.
The job has a Waiting Set Exploration task which outputs an Exploration that
can be used to traverse all states, stores all states we have already visited in a
Storage, and stores all discovered but not yet processed in a Waiting Set. The
Waiting Set Exploration task is parametrised to allow ﬂexibility as is evident from
the input ports of the task. For example, we can use a Storage storing states in
a hash-table or on external storage (disk), or we can use a diﬀerent Waiting Set
to impose a diﬀerent traversal order. The types of ports make sure that only
storages and waiting sets that are usable can be connected. Our previous macro
task from Fig. 3, Instantiate Hash Storage, takes care of creating a storage, and
the task Instantiate Queue takes care of instantiating a speciﬁc waiting set (here
implemented as a queue) which imposes a breadth-ﬁrst traversal of the states.
As the Model has to be used both for the Waiting Set Exploration and as input
for instantiating the storage and waiting set, we use a Pipe task, which just lets
its input ﬂow unaltered to the output port. For the Pipe task we have used the
ability to connect an output port to multiple input ports. The result of the Waiting Set Exploration is an Exploration, an instantiation of a state space exploration
algorithm, which can be used by the Safety Checker task to check properties. The
Instantiate Queue, Waiting Set Exploration, and Safety Checker are all components
of the underlying ASAP model checker. In Fig. 4, four exported ports Model,
Properties, Answer, and Error trace are shown. They belong to the corresponding
macro task to be introduced shortly.
The Safety Checker task in Fig. 4 takes care of checking a given property. It
produces an Answer (a boolean value specifying whether the property did hold)
and an Error Trace to violating states (if any). As a property may have more
than one violation, the task may produce multiple error traces. We use port
mode iterator for the Error Trace port as we produce error traces as violating
states are found instead of waiting until we have found all traces. This allows us
to report the error traces to the user immediately. Iterator ports are annotated
with a “. . . ” tag. The Answer port has iterator port mode as it is possible to
provide an answer before having explored the entire state space (if we ﬁnd just
one violation, the property does not hold universally), and using this port mode
allows us to report this to the user immediately. We could have used port mode

Waiting Set Exploration
Instantiate Hash Storage

Pipe
Model

Model

Model

Model

Storage

Safety Checker

Model
Storage

Exploration

Exploration

Waiting Set

Property

Property

Answer
Error Trace

Answer
…
Error Trace
…

Instantiate Queue
Model Waiting Set

Fig. 4. Speciﬁcation of a veriﬁcation job for checking a safety property
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collection (indicated with a { } tag) for the Error Trace port instead, signifying
that we may return multiple results. With a collection port, the results would
then only be reported after a complete traversal, i.e., upon completion the job.
To check the two safety properties for a model we create the job in Fig. 5,
which constitutes the root job of our example veriﬁcation job. Figure 5 is a
snapshot from the implementation of JoSEL in ASAP. The Safety Checker macro
task represents the job in Fig. 4. In addition, we have tasks to create an instance
of a safety property for checking dead-locks (No Dead States), and to create an
instance of a safety property from a user-supplied ﬁle (the two Input tasks and the
SML Safety Property task) for checking buﬀer overﬂow. Both of these properties
are input to the Safety Checker task. This illustrates sending more than one result
to a single port. Additionally, we have tasks to create an instance of a model
from a user-supplied ﬁle (the top left Input task and Instantiate Model). The
model is also passed to the Safety Checker. Furthermore, we want to generate a
report which speciﬁes whether the properties were violated and, if so, how we
can reach a state where the property is violated. At our disposal we have a Simple
Report macro task which can generate such reports. This task is passed the values
produced by the Safety Checker macro task. The Simple Report macro task is able
to update the report as answers arrive, so we can see partial results during the
calculation. For this reason the Results port has mode iterator, indicating that
starting the task does not require all values being available. If the report could
not show results incrementally, we could instead have used collection mode here.
We can abstract from the actual implementation of the Simple Report macro and
need only be aware that it creates a report and displays the values passed to it.
Our example shows that JoSEL can express rather complex jobs at diﬀerent
levels of abstraction. The top-level view (Fig. 5) allows us to specify which
properties to check of which model and what to do with the results. The next
level (Fig. 4) allows us to determine the traversal strategy (by specifying the
waiting set implementation) and how to store states (by specifying the storage
implementation). At the lowest level (Fig. 3) we can change the hash function
used to store states in a hash table and similar low-level details. The three levels
together form a hierarchical job as deﬁned below.

Fig. 5. The JoSEL model checking job for the two safety properties in ASAP
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Deﬁnition 4. A hierarchical job is a tuple H = (J , Jr , T , SJ ) where:
1. J = {Ji = (Ti , Ci )}1≤i≤n is a ﬁnite set of jobs such that Ti ∩ Tj = ∅ and
Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ for i = j,
2. Jr ∈ J is a distinguished root job,
3. T = {Tk = {Ik , Ok , P Mk , Σk , τk }}1≤k≤m is a set of macro tasks such that
for all Tk ∈ T there exists a Ji ∈ J such that Tk ∈ Ti ,
4. SJ : T → J assigns jobs to macro tasks such that SJ is onto J \ {Jr }, Tk is
a macro task for SJ(Tk ) for all Tk ∈ T (cf. Def. 3), and the graph induced
by J and SJ is a tree rooted in Jr ,
5. For Ji , Jj ∈ J with i = j, (Pi \ Pi ) ∩ (Pj \ Pj ) = ∅, where Pi are the ports


of tasks of Ji and Pi are the ports of macro tasks of Ji .
Item 1 ensures that the individual jobs have disjoint tasks and connections.
Item 3 ensures that each macro task belong to a job. Item 4 states that all jobs
(except the root job) are represented by a macro task, and that the graph with
nodes being the set of jobs and with edges determined by SJ is a tree. Item 5
ensures that only exported ports are shared between jobs. The requirement in
item 4 demanding a tree structure could be relaxed to requiring an acyclic graph.
This, however, complicates the semantical deﬁnition as we then have to introduce
the notion of job instances. A hierarchical job is closed when its root job is closed.

3

Execution of JoSEL Specifications

We now specify how the jobs are executed by deﬁning the semantics of the
JoSEL language. A hierarchical job (cf. Def. 4) can be automatically ﬂattened
by recursively replacing macro tasks with the underlying jobs. Hence, it suﬃces
to consider ﬂat jobs in the formal semantics. Furthermore, we are not concerned
with the detailed internal behaviour of tasks (i.e., the components of an underlying model checking platform) only that values are provided to input ports and
produced at output ports.
A task may be instantiated zero, one or more times depending on the values
provided to the task on input ports and the input port modes. A port of type unit
can only consume a single value. If more than one value is provided to a unit port,
a task instance is created for each value. The basic idea in the semantics of JoSEL
is to instantiate each task such that whenever a task is instantiated, all preceding
tasks (tasks with a connection to an input port of the task in question) have
been instantiated and completed (excluding tasks providing values to iterator
input ports). This approach is sound since we require that jobs are acyclic and
hence it is possible to execute them according to a topological ordering while
storing values produced at output ports as needed.
As a running example in this section, we use the slightly modiﬁed version of the
model checker from Fig. 5 in Fig. 6 (ignore the dashed ovals and large numbers
for now). The Model File input port of Instantiate Model is now connected to two
Input ﬁle tasks and will be provided with a value from each. This means that
the Instantiate Model will be instantiated twice and each instance will produce
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Simple Report
…Results

SML Safety Property
Model
SML File

Safety Property

3

Fig. 6. Example model checking job and synchronisation points

a value on the Model output port. Both of these values will be transferred to
the No Dead States and the SML Safety Property tasks which means that each of
these tasks will be instantiated twice (once for each value received).
To formally capture the output ports on which instantiation of a task depends,
we introduce the concept of a synchronisation point which for an input port is
the set of output ports to which it is connected.
Deﬁnition
 5. Let J = (T , C) be a job, T = {Ti = (Ii , Oi , P Mi , Σi , τi )}1≤i≤n ,
and O = Ti ∈T Oi . A synchronisation point for an input port ι ∈ Ii of
a task Ti is deﬁned by: SP (ι) = {o | (o, ι) ∈ C}. The set of synchronisation
points for a task Ti is deﬁned by SP(Ti ) = {SP(ι)}
 ι∈Ii , and the set of synchronisation points for J is deﬁned by SP(J) = Ti ∈T SP(Ti ).


In Fig. 6, we have marked and enumerated all ﬁve synchronisation points using
a dashed oval and a number. In Fig. 6 the synchronisation point of the input
port Model of No Dead States is the output port Model of Instantiate Model. The
synchronisation point of input port Property of task Safety Checker (number 3)
consists of the output ports Safety Property of task No Dead States and Safety
Property of task SML Safety Property. It can be seen that diﬀerent input ports
may have the same synchronisation point. An example is the three ports named
Model of No Dead States, SML Safety Property, and Safety Checker which all
have synchronisation point number 2. Continuing with the example in Fig. 6,
the Safety Checker task receives two values on the Model input port and four
on the Property input port (two from each of No Dead States and SML Safety
Property). This means that with a naive approach the Safety Checker must be
instantiated 8 times (once for each combination of values received on input unit
ports). However, one of these combinations consists, e.g., of a value for a Model
X produced by one instance of a Instantiate Model (on output port Model) with a
Property produced by SML Safety Property (on output port Safety Property) based
upon a second Model Y produced by the other instance of a Instance Model. As
it makes no sense to check a property speciﬁed for one model on another model,
we need to control what values are used to instantiate tasks. In this example, we
only want to start the four instances of Safety Checker that makes sense (each
model with the two corresponding properties).
To control the instantiation of tasks we introduce synchronisation history
maps that are used track the values produced at synchronisation points and
which for each task instance speciﬁes the values that gave rise to this task instance. A synchronisation history map is a partial mapping from synchronisation
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points to values. For example, the task Instantiate Model is instantiated twice
with two diﬀerent synchronisation history maps, {1 → A} and {1 → B}, where
A and B denote the values provided by two Input tasks and 1 is the number of
the synchronisation point. This is shown in Fig. 7 where synchronisation history
maps are written in grey boxes on the tasks whose instances they belong. In this
case, we have also written names of the values produced below the dashed line in
each box (the latter notation is possible in this example but not in general, as an
output port may belong to multiple synchronisation points). For tasks with no
input ports (and hence no synchronisation points), the synchronisation history
mapping is undeﬁned on all synchronisation points. This is the case for all Input
tasks in Fig. 6 (where we have only speciﬁed the value produced by the task).
Before instantiating a task we add all values from input ports to the history
mapping for the synchronisation points associated with the input port on which
the values were received. An example of this is the No Dead States and SML Safety
Property tasks that are instantiated twice and each instance has an associated
history mapping which extend the synchronisation history maps with the values
received from Instantiate Model. For the two instances of SML Safety Property the
history mapping is also extended with the value provided via the SML File input
port (synchronisation point 5). The four values produced by the instances of the
No Dead States and SML Safety Property tasks are provided to the Property input
port of Safety Checker together with the two values provided via the Instantiate
Model task on input port Model.
The history mappings of the provided values can be used to ensure that we
only instantiate the Safety Checker task for combinations of models and properties that match. As an example, the history mappings associated with values
provided on input port Property of task Safety Checker by No Dead States speciﬁes
in the entry associated with synchronisation point 2 whether the value originates
from Model X or Model Y. When instantiating the Safety Checker each of these
values should only be used in combination with values provided on input port
Model that maps synchronisation point 2 to the same model (X or Y). In this
way we can exclude instances of Safety Checker where, e.g., the Model is X and
the Property is for Model Y.
More generally, we only instantiate task with combinations of values for which
the synchronisation history maps are consistent , i.e., where they agree on the
synchronisation points where they are deﬁned. The consistent history maps are
then combined to form the synchronisation history mapping for the task instance.
Finally, we associate the history map of a task instance with each value produced
by that task instance. The example above demonstrates that we need the entire
history of values produced by preceding task instance as we may otherwise lose
history needed to compare the origin of two values. The following deﬁnition
formalises the notion of synchronisation history maps and consistency.
Deﬁnition 6. For a job J = (T , C) with T = {Ti = (Ii , Oi , P Mi , Σi , τi )}1≤i≤n ,
a synchronisation
 history map for J is a partial function h : SP(J) → V

where V = Ti ∈T V ∈Σi V is the set of all possible output values of tasks. H(J)
denotes the set of all synchronisation history maps for J.
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1 -> B
2 -> Y
3 -> J
4 -> F

Answer
1 -> B
2 -> Y
5 -> N
3 -> L
4 -> H

Simple Report
…

…Results

Fig. 7. Example model checking job and synchronisation history maps

Two synchronisation history maps h1 , h2 ∈ H(J) are consistent if h1 (s) =
h2 (s) for all synchronisation points s ∈ SP (J) where they are both deﬁned. For
two consistent synchronisation history maps h1 , h2 ∈ H(J), we deﬁne the union
h1 ∪ h2 as (h1 ∪ h2 )(s) = v ⇐⇒ h1 (s) = v ∨ h2 (s) = v.


The Report task in Fig. 7 is only instantiated once even though it receives four
values, one from each of the four instances of Safety Checker. This is because the
input port of Results is of type iterator. Input ports of type iterator (or collection)
never aﬀect the number of times a task is instantiated, as they can consume any
number of values. Thus, the number of times a task is instantiated is (at most)
the product of the number of values the task receives on input ports of type unit.
We introduce an execution environment to capture the state of a JoSEL speciﬁcation during execution. A task instance is characterised by a pair consisting
of a task and a synchronisation history map specifying the values used for input unit ports. In the deﬁnition of execution environment, we use a concept of
completion. A task instance is completed when it will not produce furter values
on its output ports (in reality when the component of the underlying platform
is done processing). A task is completed if all its instances are completed and
no additional instance of the task will be created. An output port of a task is
completed when the task is completed and an input port is completed when all
connected output ports are completed and all values transferred.
Deﬁnition 7. An execution environment for job J = (T , C) with T = {Ti =
(Ii , Oi , P Mi , Σi , τi )}1≤i≤n is a tuple E = (R, C, V ) where:
1. R ⊆ T × H(J) is a set of running task instances,
2. C ⊆ (T × H(J)) ∪ T ∪ I ∪ O is a set of completed task instances, tasks and
input/output ports, and
3. V : I ∪ O → 2V×H(J) is a mapping assigning to each input and output port
a set of values and associated synchronisation history maps.
The initial execution environment for J is the tuple (∅, ∅, V∅ ), where V∅
maps each port to the empty set.


In the following we assume that we are given a job J = (T , C) with T =
{Ti = (Ii , Oi , P Mi , Σi , τi )}1≤i≤n . For a task Ti , we denote by uniti = {iui ∈
Ii | P Mi (iui ) = unit} (input unit ports of Ti ), iteratori = {iii ∈ Ii | P Mi (iii ) =
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iterator} (input iterator ports of Ti ) and collectioni = {ici ∈ Ii | P Mi (ici ) =
collection} (input collection ports of Ti ). Furthermore, we assume that all values
produced at outputs are globally unique. We can accomplish this in an implementation by making each value a pair of the actual value and a unique identiﬁer.
The semantics of JoSEL is speciﬁed as six inference rules to be introduced in
the following. We have have numbered the lines in the inference rules for ease of
reference when explaining them. The ﬁrst three rules describe the start, execution and completion of task instances: (start) describes conditions for starting
a new instance of a task, (iterator) describes production of values on iterator
output ports during execution of a task instance, and (completei ) describes the
completion of a task instance. The last three operational rules are for bookkeeping and transferal of values along connections: (completet ) describes when a task
is completed, i.e., will never be instantiated again, (transfer) describes transferal
of values from output ports to connected input ports, and (completep ) describes
when no more values will be provided to an input port.
Starting a Task. Creation a task instances is speciﬁed in the (start) rule below.
Tasks are instantiated as soon as all required inputs are available. For input ports
of type unit, this means that one or more values for the port must be available;
the task is instantiated once for each value (1). For input ports of type collection,
this means that all tasks connected to the port must have completed (2). Input
ports of type iterator do not put any restrictions on starting a task instance
as values will be provided as they are produced. This means that the Safety
Checker is instantiated as soon as a matching model/property pair is produced
and the Report can be instantiated immediately (as Results has type iterator and
it has no other ports). Finally, the history maps for values on input port must
be consistent (3). The combined history map becomes the history map of the
task instance and the task instance about to be created must not be running or
previously completed (4). A newly created task instance is added to the set of
running task instances (5).
(1)
iu ∈ uniti =⇒ (viu , hiu ) ∈ V (iu ),
(2)
collectioni ⊆ C,

hiu , hiu are
 consistent for all iu , iu ∈ uniti , (3)
h = iu ∈uniti hiu , (Ti , h) ∈
/ R∪C
(4)
(J, (R, C, V )) → (J, (R ∪ {Ti , h}, C, V ))(5)

(start)

Iterator Output During Task Instance Execution. Output from ports of
types unit or collection is produced when a task is completed. Ports of type iterator
may produce output at any point after the task instance has been created, which
is useful if we wish to provide partial answers prior to task instance completion.
For example, in the safety checker in Fig. 5, the ports Answer and Error trace
are of type iterator. We produce Error traces as we ﬁnd violations of the safety
property, so users may decide to abort computation to ﬁx an error and not run
the job to completion.
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Rule (iterator) below speciﬁes the creation of a value on an iterator output
port o of a running task instance (1), where we assume that v is a value produced
by the task instance on the port (recall that we are not concerned with the
internal behaviour of tasks). The rule updates the value mapping V such that
the produced value becomes associated with the port (2).
∈ Oi , P Mi (o) = iterator ∧ v ∈ τi (o), (1)
(Ti , h) ∈ R, o 
V (o) ∪ {(v, h)} if p = o
(2)
V  (p) =
V (p)
otherwise.

(iterator)

(J, (R, C, V )) → (J, (R, C, V  ))(3)

Task Instance Completion. The (completei ) rule speciﬁes when a task instance is complete, where we assume that vp is a value produced on the unit
port p and Vp is a set of values produced on a collection port p. Completing a
task instance (1) requires that all iterator inputs are completed (2), a value of
correct type is available for each unit output port (3), and a set of values for
each collection output port (4). The value mapping is updated to reﬂect the
values produced on unit and collection ports (5) and the task instance is moved
from running to completed (6).
{(Ti , h)} ∈ R,
iteratori ⊆ C,
vp ∈ τi (p) for all p ∈ Oi with P Mi (p) = unit,
Vp ⊆⎧τi (p) for all p ∈ Oi with P Mi (p) = collection,
⎪
⎨V (p) ∪ {(vp , h)} if p ∈ Oi ∧ τi (p) = unit,

V (p) = V (p) ∪ Vp × {h} if p ∈ Oi ∧ τi (p) = collection,
⎪
⎩
V (p)
otherwise.
(J, (R, C, V )) → (J, (R \ {(Ti , h)}, C ∪ {(Ti , h)}, V  ))(6)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(completei )

Task Completion. Task completion is speciﬁed in the (completet ) rule below
and requires that all input ports of the task is completed (1) and that all consistent instances of the task are completed (2)-(4). In addition to completing
the task this also completes all output ports of the task (5).
(1)
Ii ⊆ C, 
(Ti , h) ∈ C for all h = iu ∈uniti hiu
(2)
for some (viu , hiu ) ∈ V (iu )
(3)
with hiu , hiu consistent for all iu , iu ∈ uniti (4)
(J, (R, C, V )) → (J, (R, C ∪ {Ti } ∪ Oi , V ))(5)

(completet )

Value Transfer. The values transferred (provided) to an input port is the
union of all values produced at the synchronisation point of the port, i.e., all
connected output ports. We therefore have three ways of receiving more than
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one value on an input port: if the port is connected to a unit port of a single
task that is instantiated more than once, if the port is connected to unit ports
of multiple tasks, or if it is connected to a port of type iterator or collection,
and the connected task produces an iterator or a collection containing more
than one value. Transfer of a not previously transferred value and its history
mapping (v, h) along a connection from output port o to input port i (1) is
speciﬁed in the (transfer) rule below. The rule updates (3) the value mapping
for the input port i to record in the associated history mapping that the value
was provided via synchronisation SP (i) (2). It should be noted that the rule
implicitly encapsulates and extracts from collections and iterators as necessary.
(o, i) ∈ C,(v, h) ∈ V (o), (v, h ) ∈
/ V (i) for all h ∈ H(J), (1)
V (p) ∪ {(v, h ∪ {SP(i) → v})} if p = i,
(2)
V  (p) =
V (p)
otherwise.
(J, (R, C, V )) → (J, (R, C, V  ))(3)

(transfer)

Input Port Completion. Completion of input ports follows the (completep )
rule below which for a not yet completed port requires that all output ports have
been completed (1) and all values have been transferred from the port in the
associated synchronisation point (2). The result of applying the rule is that the
port p is added to the completion set (3).
p ∈ Ii \ C, (o, p) ∈ C =⇒ o ∈ C,
(1)
(o, p) ∈ C ∧ (v, h) ∈ V (o) =⇒ ∃h ∈ H(J).(v, h ) ∈ V (p) (2)
(J, (R, C, V )) → (J, (R, C ∪ {p}, V ))(3)

(completep )

We start the execution of a JoSEL speciﬁcation by (conceptually) ﬂattening
the speciﬁcation and execute it starting from the initial execution environment
according to the above rules. If a hierarchical job is closed, so is the corresponding
ﬂattened job, guaranteeing that all tasks are instantiated. Some times more than
one of the operational rules may be applicable, in which case we choose one nondeterministically. It should be noted that our semantics does not allow a task
instance to complete before it has received all input values from iterator ports
(i.e., they are not allowed to ignore values). This can be relaxed but makes
the rules more complex. We have chosen not to do so such that the semantics
given corresponds to the implementation in ASAP. The reason for only using the
synchronisation history maps with unit ports is that there is no canonical way
to introduce them for collection and iterator ports. As an example, the Simple
Report in Fig. 6 can be instantiated either once, twice or four times, depending
on which part of the synchronisation history maps we consider (one if we ignore
the model and property, two if we ignore one of them, and four if we ignore both).
As all cases in the above example are meaningful, we decided not to restrict the
semantics in this respect. A future reﬁnement of the semantics may, however,
restrict executions by taking the history maps into consideration for iterator and
collection ports.
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Application of JoSEL in the ASAP Platform

JoSEL is an integral part of the ASAP model checking platform [18] and in this
section we describe the issues addressed when using JoSEL in ASAP. ASAP supports checking safety properties and liveness properties (speciﬁed using LTL) of
models (speciﬁed by, e.g., coloured Petri nets or in the DVE language) by means
of a wide range of methods (including bit-state hashing, hash-compaction, full
state spaces, the comback method, the sweep-line method, and methods using external storage) (see [18] for details). ASAP builds on the Eclipse Rich
Client Platform (RCP) allowing us to extend the tool using plug-ins and common Eclipse frameworks. The object model for JoSEL is implemented using
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), The graphical editor for construction
of JoSEL speciﬁcations is implemented using the Eclipse Graphical Modeling
Framework (GMF), which makes it very easy to generate graphical editors for
EMF models. JoSEL is independent of the ASAP model checking platform, and
the eﬀort needed to integrated with another modular platform is expected to be
on par with the eﬀort described below for ASAP. In fact, parts of the ASAP
tool are independent of the underlying platform. This includes a representation,
visualizations, and various exporters of generic graphs as well as the reporting
mechanism described at the end of this section.
4.1

Tasks

JoSEL itself does not specify which tasks are to be available, this depends solely
on the underlying model checking platform. Tasks in ASAP are available for
common utility purposes (such as providing inputs in the form of strings, integers, booleans, ﬁles, and the Pipe task from Fig. 4), state space methods (such as
various model loaders, storages, explorations, and checkers for diﬀerent classes
of properties), and various high-level non-state space related operations (such as
drawing graphs and creating reports). Tasks are available during construction in
a palette as shown on the right of Fig. 5.
Exposing a component in the underlying platform amounts to providing an
implementation of a new task in the JoSEL editor. This consists of deﬁning
its interface (input/output ports) and internal implementation. The internal
implementation is a standard Java method that is executed when the task is instantiated and which typically invokes components on the underlying platform.
Deﬁning a task in ASAP consists of making a sub-class of a generic task. All
the boiler-plate code needed for integration is handled automatically by EMF.
A programmer has to specify the interface (typically in the order of ﬁve lines
of code), the name of the task (one line of code), and a method implementing
the execution of the task (this typically ranges one to more than a hundred
lines of code). Naturally, the latter method is the most demanding part, but the
complexity depends primarily on how user-friendly a task should be. A programmer can chose that a task should provide no user-interaction, in which case the
implementation is simple (less than ten lines of code). Alternative, a task can
provide intermediate results and feedback (such as a progress bar) or allowing
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a user to manually cancel an ongoing task (requiring twenty to a hundred or
more lines of code). Once a programmer knows how to integrate JoSEL tasks,
a concrete integration can typically be done in a matter of hours. For example,
the Instantiate Queue task in Fig. 4 comprises 90 lines of code (12 of which are
written manually), Waiting Set Exploration comprises 98 lines (17 hand-written),
and Safety Checker 166 lines (74 hand-written. The latter task supports intermediate status information such as the number of states checked, and allows
the user to cancel exploration prematurely via the GUI. Tasks can be added to
ASAP using the plug-in mechanism of the Eclipse RCP. For example, the task
for using the sweep-line method is completely independent of the rest of the tool
and all functionality is supplied by a removable plug-in. We use Java types for
port types and the Java sub-classing relation for inducing super-types.
4.2

Scheduling and Task Execution

The JoSEL scheduler is responsible for executing tasks the correct number of
times according to the JoSEL semantics. The implementation of a task is only
responsible for handling a single execution with the concrete parameters. Our
Java implementation for execution of JoSEL speciﬁcations aims to increase concurrency on a single machine and observes that starting many threads that are
just waiting to be executed is relatively inexpensive on modern platform. The
idea is to create a thread for each port, for each task, and dynamically instantiate
threads for task instances. The threads for tasks take care of starting threads for
task instances according to the (start) rule and for cleaning up according to the
(completei ) and (completet ) rules. We have separate kind of threads for input
and output ports; threads for output ports collect values from task instances
and send them to input ports according to the (transfer) rule, and threads for
input port collect data from output ports and notify task threads when no more
values are produced according to the (completep ) rule.
This allows us to rely on Java’s scheduler for threads, thereby exploiting the
available CPUs on the machine. The threads taking care of communication are
light-weight and provide no measurable overhead to the execution (as most of
the time, they just wait for data from another thread), and threads for handling
the actual execution of tasks are only started when all information is available.
4.3

On-the-Fly and Oﬀ-Line Analysis

The examples we have seen until now use an on-the-ﬂy approach to checking
properties, where we check the property during state space exploration. This is
eﬃcient for checking a single property once, but less eﬃcient if we wish to check
multiple properties that we may not know beforehand. Here, it it more eﬃcient
to ﬁrst generate the entire state space (assuming that we have suﬃcient memory)
and subsequently traverse the generated state space to check the property. This
is often referred to as oﬀ-line analysis.
The On-the-ﬂy Safety Checker in Fig. 4 uses an Exploration as input value. An
exploration is able to execute a function for each state of the state space, and
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corresponds to a visitor in an object oriented language or a fold function in a
functional programming language. An exploration is a traversal of a state space
which is independent of the algorithm used. In ASAP it is easy to specify oﬀ-line
analysis: we have a task for producing a representation of the state space from an
Exploration and another task for traversing this representation, thereby producing a new Exploration. An example of the oﬀ-line checker can be seen in Fig. 8.
Here we have a Oﬀ-line Analysis task that takes an Exploration value as input and
produces a new Exploration value. The two exploration values are not the same,
however: the second one produced is backed by an explicit representation of the
state space (actually the ML Graph which is also exposed) and is much faster to
traverse. This means that if we are checking two properties, we only generate
the state space once but traverse it twice. We also expose a Graph Model, which
can be used as any other model, except it is much faster to traverse, as it is also
backed by an explicit underlying data-structure.
4.4

State Space Reduction Techniques

ASAP supports several reduction techniques. Some reduction techniques supported are implemented by simply adding a new storage task whereas some
require that we also add a new exploration task. When doing on-line analysis,
we do not retrieve states from the storage, but only check whether a state has
been seen before. We can therefore use one-way compression of states in the
storage. Two prominent methods for doing so are the hash-compaction [19] and
bit-state [9] (also known as super-traces), and double-hashing [4] methods. Hashcompaction does not store the entire state descriptor, but instead uses a hash
function to generate a smaller hash-value that is stored instead. This may lead to
collisions, so we can only prove presence of errors, not absence. Hash-compaction
in ASAP is implemented as a storage, as shown in Fig. 9 (left), where we have
replaced the Hash Table Storage from earlier with a Hash Compaction Storage.
The fragment needs a hash function (like in Fig. 2) in order to work. Bit-state
hashing is related to hash-compaction, but instead of storing the hash-value, an
array with an entry for a bit for each possible hash-value is allocated, and a
bit is set when a hash-value is encountered. ASAP supports the more reliable
double hashing method, which is a variant that uses multiple hash functions automatically generated from two base hash functions using a linear combination.
This reduces collisions at a very small cost in time and no extra cost in space.

Off-line Analysis
Model
Waiting Set Exploration
Instantiate Hash Storage

Pipe
Model

Model

Model

Model

Storage

Storage

Model
Storage

Exploration
ML Graph

Exploration

Waiting Set

Safety Checker

Instantiate Queue
Model Waiting Set

Graph Model

Exploration

Exploration
Property

Property

Answer
Error Trace

Fig. 8. Example of a job for oﬀ-line analysis in ASAP
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Fig. 9. Hash-compaction (left) and double hashing (right) in ASAP

The use of the task providing access to the implementation of double hashing
is shown in Fig. 9 (right). In addition to two hash functions it also requires two
integers: the number of combinations, and the size of the bit array to allocate.
As mentioned, the hash compaction method suﬀers from hash collisions, which
makes it impossible to prove absence of errors. The comback method [7] is able to
resolve such hash collisions by additionally storing a spanning tree for the state
space, making it possible to reconstruct a full state descriptor from a hash value
at a cost in both time and space. An example using the comback method in ASAP
shown in Fig. 10. It is a bit more complex than the two previous methods, as we
not only have to store states diﬀerently, we also have to maintain the spanning
tree, which is why we additionally have introduced the ComBack Exploration.
It which wraps the given exploration and ensures that a spanning tree is also
generated. The fragment needs a hash function and an integer indicating the
size of a cache in order to work.
A completely diﬀerent approach is not to focus on storing states eﬃciently, but
to delete them from memory when they are no longer needed. One such method
is the sweep-line method [11]. Here, a progress measure is used to syntactically
identify when a state is no longer needed. It does so by assigning a progress value
to each state so that a state with a higher progress value never (or only rarely)
has edges to states with lower progress values. That way, when we have explored
all states with progress value lower than a given number, we can safely remove all
states with this progress value from memory. Support for the sweep-line method
is illustrated in Fig. 11. The sweep-line method requires a Progress Measure
(here as an exported port) in addition to the usual input for an exploration, but
does not require a Waiting set, as the sweep-line method by deﬁnition imposes a
least-progress ﬁrst traversal.
We have looked at several reduction techniques and while they have diﬀerent
implementation, they appear (almost) the same to a user, as shown in Fig. 12.
From the macro tasks, we see that only the Sweep-line Safety Checker has a
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Fig. 10. Application of the comback method in ASAP
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Fig. 11. Application of the sweep-line method in ASAP
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Fig. 12. Top level macros for diﬀerent reduction techniques in ASAP

diﬀerent interface, as it requires a progress measure. The uniform way in which
the macros have been constructed makes switching between methods easy.

4.5

LTL Model Checking

All examples we have considered until now deal with checking safety properties,
i.e., properties whose correctness can be determined by looking at each state in
isolation. ASAP also supports model checking of liveness properties using linear
temporal logic (LTL) [16]. The standard approach for checking LTL is to take an
LTL formula, translate it to a Büchi automaton, which can then be synchronised
with the state space generated from a model. The resulting product automata
can then be used to check violations by searching for a loop with an accepting
state. Loops are typically found using nested depth-ﬁrst traversal of the product.
This can be performed on the ﬂy, so we do not need to generate the state space
or the product before performing the nested depth-ﬁrst traversal.
We have chosen to make the JoSEL speciﬁcation for checking LTL in ASAP
(shown in Fig. 13) closely reﬂect the conceptual procedure for checking LTL.
At the top, we have Instantiate Model from our safety checkers loading a model.
Below that, we have the Load LTL macro, which takes a Formula File containing
the formula to check as input. The Model parameter is used to ensure that
the formula matches the model. The task Construct Product does not actually
construct the product (just like the Waiting Set Exploration does not actually
generate the state space), it instead constructs a representation of the transition
relation for the product automaton. Nested DFS implements nested depth-ﬁrst
search using the provided transition relation, and produces an output specifying
whether the property was satisﬁed and any error traces (if applicable). Output
from the search is sent to a standard report.
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…

…Results
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Fig. 13. An LTL model checking job in ASAP

4.6

Proﬁling

When experimenting with state space analysis, a researcher often has to compare
a newly developed method with other methods. This typically includes measuring the time and memory spent by the algorithm. Instead of adding proﬁling as
a primitive in ASAP, we have decided to expose it using the mechanisms already
available in JoSEL. If we were to implement proﬁling in a conventional programming language, one way of doing so would be to create proxy code wrapping the
code to be proﬁled. The proxy would delegate each call to the original code and
measure how long it took. We use the same approach in ASAP. Here, we wrap
essential data-structures (e.g., a storage), in a proﬁled version of the component.
In Fig. 14, we see a fragment of a JoSEL speciﬁcation for proﬁling the Hash Storage by wrapping it in a Proﬁled Storage. This makes it possible to implement
proﬁling once for all implementations of a data-structure and do so in a coherent
way. We have implemented both time and memory proﬁling in this manner. In
the example, we similarly wrap the Exploration and send all proﬁling data to the
report, where it appears along with other information about the execution.

Instantiate Hash Storage
Model

Storage

Profiled Storage
Storage

Profiled Storage
Profiling Data

Waiting Set Exploration
Model
Storage

Exploration

Profiled Exploration
Profiled Exploration
Exploration
Profiling Data

Waiting Set

Simple Report
…Results

Fig. 14. Proﬁling in ASAP

4.7

Reporting

While JoSEL describes what to analyse and how to do so, it does not by itself
provide a way to present the results of executing a model checking job. It is
desirable to be able to present the results of an executed JoSEL speciﬁcation
in a way that is easy to understand and manage. For this purpose we the have
concept of a report for an execution of a JoSEL speciﬁcation. A report can in
its simplest form be a standard report listing the answers to a set of standard
behavioural properties as known from, e.g., CPN Tools [2]. In addition, our
approach also makes it possible for users to add information to the report and
to display, e.g., details about the reduction techniques used.
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To generate reports, ASAP uses a standard report generator framework from
Eclipse called the Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool (BIRT). BIRT relies
on an underlying database containing data to be shown and a report design
specifying how data should be shown. Adding results from the execution of a
JoSEL speciﬁcation to a database should naturally be handled automatically,
and in order to make it easy to visualise data, we also automatically generate a
sensible standard report design.
Collecting Data for the Database. A key element is to collect data from a job
execution without making the user worry about what data to gather. We want
this to be completely automatic and extensible. We therefore let each JoSEL task
add pieces of information about the execution that they posses. Using the safety
checker in Figs. 4 and 5 as examples, the Instantiate Queue tasks knows that
traversal is going to be breadth-ﬁrst. The On-the-ﬂy Safety Checker knows for
how long processing went on, the Waiting Set Exploration knows how many states
it processed, the Instantiate Model knows which model was used (it gets that as
input parameter), the No Dead States and SML Safety Property know which
property was analysed (the latter gets the name of the property as parameter).
As each task instance knows part of the information about the execution, we
need to gather this information in a consistent way (for example, we have two
instances of On-the-ﬂy Safety Checker, one for No Dead States and one for SML
Safety Property, and need to match the execution time from the correct instance
with the correct property). Using the synchronisation history map of the value
received in Simple Report, ensures access to all values and ensures that values
are consistent, so so we can add it to the database as a single run. This means
that in an execution as the one in Figs. 4 and 5 only information relevant to
this execution is recorded and we can easily add more data to a run by simply
using more tasks. As an example, the Sweep Line Exploration in Fig. 11 can add
information about how many states were generated and what the peak number
of states stored in memory was.
Automatic Report Design Generation. With an underlying database in
place, we now need to extract it to generate a suitable report. One option is to
rely on users to do this manually using one of the graphical designers shipping
with BIRT. For most users this is too cumbersome, and we therefore generate
such report designs automatically, but without preventing advanced users from
creating their own designs. The idea is to generate a report automatically from
descriptions of fragment s. A report fragment is a very small part of a report,
which describes a single section or subsection of the report. A fragment could
for example display the number of nodes generated or the name of the model in
question, but it could also be more elaborate and display a trace from the initial
state to an error state – or even show a chart with the execution time of the
analysis as function of a parameter of the model. A fragment describes which
parameters must be available for the fragment to be relevant. This way we do
not show an empty section containing error traces if a model has no errors. As an
example, we show no section describing the progress measure and peak number
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of states unless the sweep-line method is used, and no proﬁling section if proﬁling
was not used. An example report for an execution of a job checking a property
on a model using hash-compaction is shown in Fig. 15. Here we have checked a
safety property named buﬀer overrun on a model named erdp, generating 58133
states in 1.801 seconds.

Fig. 15. Example report generated for execution of JoSEL job using hash-compaction

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have developed a graphical approach to speciﬁcation and execution of veriﬁcation jobs in model checking. We have shown how the proposed
JoSEL language provides a uniform and ﬂexible mechanism for accessing and
conﬁguring the components of an underlying model checker platform, ranging
from the core components implementing the state space algorithms to components supporting proﬁling and reporting. Furthermore, we have presented a set
of representative examples illustrating how JoSEL has served as a basis for the
user interface of the ASAP model checking platform.
In the introduction, we introduced ﬁve requirements (and two requirements
inferred from those) for a language for composing model checkers, namely the
ability to specify composition, the ability to automatically ﬁnd an appropriate
execution order, extensibility, the ability to abstract away components that are
not important to the task at hand, the ability to make minor modiﬁcations to preexisting templates, treating all components equally to support extensibility, and
a focus on composition of components rather than on the actual data-exchange
between components. The seven requirements are shown in Table 1, where we
summarise how a number of related composition languages and tools adhere to
these requirements. We discuss the table in further detail below.
A prominent model checker is SPIN [10], where components are selected by
providing compiler switches. Some of the switches can be selected in the graphical user interface Xspin, but some switches can only be found by looking at the
source code. SPIN automatically executes the components in a correct order, but
compiler switches sometimes interact in unsupported ways. Another approach
is SAL [15], which is basically an interchange format for model checkers along
with implementations of wrappers for a number of model checkers. Each of the
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components can be run on a model and the results can be used by other components. The user must run components manually or via a script, Makeﬁle or
custom language like SVL [8], which all provide textual languages for composition with great extensibility. By using procedure-like constructs, these can allow
abstraction to a certain extent, but rarely in a way that is easy to grasp for a
beginner. Furthermore, textual languages require either a good editor or that
the user remembers all keywords and components. Some textual languages can
automatically devise an execution order, but the textual nature of the languages
imposes an order (the one in the script) and it may be confusing if the execution
order diﬀers from this order. Other composition languages, like OsMoSys [17] or
HLA [13] mainly focus on composing diﬀerent modelling languages, and not on
the actual model checking phase.
Graphical languages exist as well, such as workﬂow speciﬁcation languages,
but they are not tailored to model checking, and we ﬁnd that a language designed
speciﬁcally for model checking is preferable. An example of a language for this
purpose is jETI [12], whose main objective is to easily compose web-services.
jETI does not, however, make it easy to specify several similar tasks as it is
more tailored to a “write once, run many times”-paradigm rather than slight
modiﬁcations of templates. Bogor [5] is a model checking platform similar to
ASAP and is also extensible. It does not use a general-purpose language for
composition, but rather conﬁguration dialogs for certain tasks (like our On-theﬂy Safety Checker), which makes it diﬃcult to introduce completely new methods
and run methods in parallel automatically. JoSEL addresses all our requirements.
It is built for composing components and takes care of the order of execution
automatically. Furthermore, it is easy to add new tasks to JoSEL and all tasks
are treated equally. JoSEL is designed with abstraction in mind via macro tasks
and it is easy to substitute one task with another task having the same interface.
Finally, the main focus of JoSEL is composition, and data interchange is left up
to component developers. It is clear that using two or more of the listed tools
together may be an advantage. One could, for example, let SAL take care of
the interchange of values and use JoSEL for composing the SAL components or
introduce JoSEL into Bogor, removing the settings dialogs and using JoSEL to
compose the Bogor model checking components.

Table 1. Comparison of approaches to construct model checkers from components
Tool

Requirement

n
le
io Minor
ib
ct
modifira
ns
st
te
b
x
cations
A
E

Specify
composition

Automatic
execution
order

SPIN
SAL
Shell-script, Makefile, SVL

(✔)
(✔)
✔

(✔)

✔
✔

OsMoSys, HLA
jETI

(✔)
✔

✔
✔

(✔)
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

(✔)
✔

Bogor
JoSEL

✔
(✔)

✔
(✔)
(✔)

✔
✔

✔
✔

No
special
parts

Focus
on composition

✔
✔

✔

(✔)

✔
✔

✔

(✔)
✔
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Future work includes considering extensions of the JoSEL language. We have
chosen not to make control structures part of the language, as most can be
implemented as special tasks. One such example is an If task, which takes as
input a boolean value Test and an arbitrary value Value. Depending on the value
of the test, the value is transmitted either to a Then or an Else output. Some
control structures cannot be implemented in this way, however. One interesting
language extension is to allow cyclic connections, so we iteratively can improve a
veriﬁcation result. This is interesting for implementing incremental improvement
of approximative reduction techniques. The reason for not just doing this that
it would be easier for users to make mistakes in speciﬁcations. It would also
be interesting to add a way to terminate a task or a set of tasks. This has
interesting applications to, e.g., state-of-the-art model checking, in which we
start model checking with several model checking techniques. As soon as the ﬁrst
technique provides a deﬁnitive answer we terminate the execution of the rest.
One issue is to ﬁnd a good graphical representation for this mechanism. Another
interesting direction is to investigate scheduling across multiple machines. By
extending JoSEL with annotations describing the time- and space-wise cost of a
task and the produced values, we may be able to intelligently distribute data to
the appropriate machines, taking into account that it may sometimes be more
eﬃcient to re-calculate data than to transmit it.
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